Providing quick and easy access to electronic catal ogs of products is one of the most essential parts in the electronic catalog environment. Proposed in this paper are dat a and query model for electronic catalogs which offer effective searching and manage ment facilities to customize the electronic catalog system. The proposed model separates the management of product information and the visual presentation. Product information is represented as a graph. The model extends the range of electronic catalogs from product information to the whole web documents and their structure. The proposed query language makes the extended catalog more dynamic, f lexible, and easy to maintain.
INTRODUCTION
There are many different ways for consumers to buy products that they need, such as in-store shopping, mail orders, phone orders, etc. Nowadays, the newes t and most notable purchasing method is through electronic commerce, in which goods or services are purchased over the Internet. The electronic commerce encompasses a broad range of interaction processes between market participants in various roles, including ordering, transport and delivery, invoicing and payment cycle , and customer services. The first stage of these interac tions is gathering information about goods and serv ices, called products [4] . This information is provided i n the form of electronic catalogs. In such electron ic shopping malls, customers cannot examine products d irectly but can only view the electronic catalog of the products. So it is important that the electroni c catalogs contain sufficient information for custo mers to decide on their purchases. In addition, since there 's no salesclerk in electronic shopping malls, the shopping malls should provide easy and efficient se arching methods for customers to access electronic catalogs of products that best match his or her req uirements. To help users to find proper products, electronic s hopping malls usually provide three methods of search -hierarchical search, keyword search, and field se arch. Hierarchical search is performed based on pro duct hierarchies, and the others are based on the produc t descriptions and attributes. We have seen a considerable amount of research with remarkable progress concentrated on keyword search and field search to improve the processing s peed and quality of results. But, as we are faced w ith exploding amounts of documents, the results of the field or keyword search are too numerous that we ar e seldom satisfied with their precision. We propose t o improve this situation by combining the methods with hierarchical search which can narrow the searc h space with product hierarchies. Furthermore, as t he product category names can give some clues of the s earch, hierarchical search is the most effective wa y it is important to maintain a good product hierarc hy and be able to easily adapt to changes. In addition , as the product hierarchy can be the skeleton of t he web site of the shopping mall, the site management and customization efforts can be facilitated if the pro duct hierarchy is dynamic and flexible. We propose an el ectronic catalog model and a product hierarchy mode l that are sufficiently expressive and, at the same t ime, flexible, and easy to modify. One of the biggest part of the startup cost of inte rnet malls is building electronic catalogs. As mult iple sites carry the same product, it makes sense to sha re some of the burden by use of a shared repository of electronic catalogs for Internet malls to reduce th e cost of building electronic catalogs. [8] With the shared repository, the manufacturer will upload the core c atalogs that include the basic information about he r products, and the shop can download these core cata logs and well defined product hierarchies of the shared repository. The shared repository may have e lectronic catalogs for a wide range of products and product hierarchies covering them, while individual shops need only subsets of them. So it is essentia l that there is a method to get a subset of electroni c catalogs with a focused view of the product hiera rchies. If we combine the electronic catalogs and product h ierarchy and treat it as a searchable object, the customization can be done in more simple and system atic way. So we extend the range of electronic catalogs from information of products to combinatio n of information and product hierarchies, and defin e a query language on the extended electronic catalog s, which we named EE-Cat. The query language makes the extended catalog more dynamic, flexible, and easy to maintain. In section 2, we propose an electronic catalog mode l describing product information. In section 3, the product hierarchy and the extended catalog are pres ented. And, in section 4, we define four types of queries on the extended catalog. Section 5 shows ou r Digital Catalog Library system that implements th e proposed model, and section 6 shows related works.
Finally, we conclude our paper in section 7.
MODELING CONTENT OF ELECTRONIC CATALOGS
To explain one product on Internet, we need a main page to describe the important characteristics and some linked pages for big images or detailed inform ation of the essential and distinguishable function ality. So, an electronic catalog is a set of web documents containing data describing a product. Since an electronic catalog is a set of web documents, we ca n use some web technologies to model electronic catalogs. But the proposed model separates the cont ent and presentation information and defines the content by itself, because the content has a normal ized structure and it can be shared among multiple catalogs.
The content of an electronic catalog is information pertaining to the product itself. Some of this information is attribute based and some are less st ructured like images and free texts -all of them are called attributes. And users need different kinds o f information for different kinds of products. For example, users want to know the size and the color for a skirt, but they want to know the power consumption and the capacity for a refrigerator. Th erefore, we have been grouped products that share common sets of attributes and have same characteris tics into a product family, such as TV, refrigerato r, skirts, etc.
Although different product families have different attributes, there are some attributes that are comm on to all product families, such as product name, bran d name, model number, supplier, etc. Hence, we have classified the attributes into two groups, core attributes and product dependent attributes. The core attributes includes Dublin core and commerce core that are suggested for the catalog interoperability in PIX. [12] To facilitate comparisons between products across different views, the proposed model categorizes products by dimensions, such as time, places, occasions, type of users, and product families, similar with dimensional analysis in Data Warehousing. The dimensions are additional information, but very essential to compare products. So, the dimension information is most frequently used to build the product hierarchy and most frequently accessed in the searching process. Figure 1 relationship among core attributes, product depende nt attributes, and dimensions. Now, an electronic catalog can be defined as a set of attribute-value pairs, which is normal approach to describe the content of electronic catalogs -Internet Commerce Server[13], LiveCommerce [14] , e tc are using this approach. But it is not so powerful to d escribe compound products composed of other product s. For example, the catalog for a personal computer mu st include the information of motherboard, memory, CPU, Hard-disk drives, etc, and the information of each component has its own attributes. In addition, some attributes are composite attributes, such as t he size of a refrigerator consisting of width, dept h, and height. We propose to improve this situation by viewing the content of an electronic catalog as a directed graph, a variation of the semi-structured data model. [10] Figure 2 shows a sample electronic catalog graph fo r a personal computer. The graph's edges are labeled with attribute names and leaves are labeled with values. Since the graph has a structure itself, we can describe structured information easily. When the catalog is presented in Web, it is shown as a set of web pages connected with links. For example, the catalog in figure 2 can be shown as a root page containing core information and linked pages containing information of its components. And, it is done with specifying presentation information. The structure of the catalog graph is exactly same as that of the XML-graph [15] , so the content of catalogs can be described using XML format and the presentation information of catalogs can be described using XSL format.
EXTENDING THE ELECTRONIC CATALOG
The most common search types are product hierarchy based, keyword based, and field-value searches in shopping malls. In order to provide hierarchical se arch, we need to construct a product hierarchy. The product hierarchy is also used in managing the prod ucts in inventory as well as the catalogs in the database. In the proposed model, the product hierar chy is supported by the categorization, and the nod es of the product hierarchy are called categories. Fir st of all, the hierarchy of categories and its oper ations will be explained. And then, we will define the EE-Cat, the extended electronic catalog model, whic h is an extension of electronic catalogs from informatio n of products to combination of information and product hierarchies for more systematic management and customization.
The product hierarchy
A category is a set of products that share a common property. To specify the relationship among products and cate gories, two common approaches are used in commercial products. The first one is that a catego ry has pointers to its products, and the second one is that a product has a category or a set of categories that it belongs. Th ey are simple, but hard to modify the product hierarchy and insert/delete product because we must specify all links among products and categories. Instead of pointers, the proposed model uses rules to specify the relationship. There are many criteria to categorize products, such as size, manu facturer, type of users, time, etc. And each produc t is categorized to some categories by the values of att ributes corresponding to the criterion. Therefore, the common property shared by products in the same cate gory can be represented as a combination of condition, which is called a rule, over the attribu tes of the products. For example, the rule of the c ategory, Nike tennis shoes, is represented as Product_Family(p1) = "Athletic Shoes" AND Manufacturer(p1) = "Nike" AND Purpose(p1) = "Tennis"⇒ p1 belongs to Nike tennis shoes . As a result, a product doesn't need to have the information about categories that it is included in. Instead, the category has the co ndition of products that it includes. It makes the hierarch ies more flexible and the modification of the hiera rchies easier. We build the hierarchies as following. The product families, such as "Formal dress", "Rice cooker", and "Gas fittings" are the base categories, and we make a super category by merging base categories or merged categories, and then, make sub categories of each category by specifying dimensions or the condition of attributes if needed. The rule of a ca tegory is generated automatically during this process. Eight groups of operations have been defined for th e process; create category, delete category, modify category, define subcategory, generalize categories , merge categories, add/delete related-to edge and copy/paste part/all of graph.
The EE-Cat
Generally, the contents of electronic catalogs and product hierarchies are managed independently, and the hierarchies are not target of search. But, when we share product hierarchies and electronic catalo gs with repository, we need to get a subset of them an d integrate the subset with ours. If we combine the electronic catalogs and product hierarchy and treat it as a searchable object, the process will b e done simply and more systematically. And there are web documents corresponding to categories that are called category catalogs, and we can also share the category catalogs with repository by the combination. Therefore, we extend the range of electronic catalogs to whole web documents and their structure corresponding to the product hierarchies, which is called the EE-Cat.
The EE-Cat is described as a directed graph whose nodes are electronic catalogs for categories or products and whose edges are the relationships between catalogs. And the nodes are defined as a tuple of (ID, Condition, Content). The condition represents the rule of category if the node is the category catalog, otherwise the content of the product catalog makes the implicit condition. Figure 3 shows a sample EE-Cat. 
THE EE-Cat QUERY LANGUAGE
Now we define the EE-Cat Query Language on EE-Cat. The EECat Query Language is a SQL-like query language and it uses some syntax of XML-QL [15 ] . A first task we consider is that of formulating que ries for retrieving certain electronic catalogs tha t are based on the content of the desired electronic catalogs. To describe the compound products and composite attributes, the model in section 2 views the conten t of an electronic catalog as a directed graph. Although the directed graph is effective to describe the str uctured information, it is difficult for users to q uery on them. So, the external functions for the field-valu e search are defined, such as brand(c 1 ), manufacturer(c 1 ), product_family(c 1 ), name(c 1 ), etc -c 1 is an electronic catalog. When we want to find all electronic catalogs for "Personal Computer" made of "Samsung", we can obtain this information using the following query:
AND product_family(p) = "Personal Computer"
In this query, E 1 is an EE-Cat, all_catalogs means search for all CV of E 1 , and manufacturer and product_family are external functions. And the exte rnal functions are defined as follows:
define product_family for all as select $a where <Product> <core> <dublin_core> <category> </> content_as $a </></></> And, also, queries to get a view or a sub-graph of the EE-Cat based on the user's request are needed. The first type is to get a sub graph of the EE-Cat starting from a specified node. The sub graph consi sts of nodes that have at least one path composed of only hierarchical links from the specified node, and edg es whose sources and targets are the nodes in the sub graph. For example, the figure 4 (a) shows the sub graph starting from the "Apparel" node. If ID(Apparel) is 101, we can get the sub graph using the following query:
The second one is queries to get a view of the extended catalog. For example, the figure 4 (b) shows a view of the EE-Cat that is related with house keeping. The following query makes the view about house keeping:
The condition to get a view is used to check the co nsistency between the condition of nodes. We consider that a condition q is not consistent with the condition p of nodes only when the set of products satisfying the condition q and the set of products belonging to the category are exclusive. This kind of queries is possible only in our model because we us e rules to specify the relationship among categorie s and products. And the integration of the sub-graph with the exist ing EE-Cat is done as follows:
The above query inserts the sub-graph E 3 as a child of the node of E 1 whose ID is 1. Finally, queries to extract information from each e lectronic catalog and reconstruct it are needed. Th e following query extracts the title and memory infor mation from electronic catalogs of personal compute rs whose memory capacity is more than 64M and then, re structures the extracted information.
c > 64M and product_family(p) = "Personal Computer" Construct <result> $t $m</result>
Extracting and restructuring information can be use d to build the content of a category catalog that contains subset of its typical product or best-sell er information. And it will reduce the duplicated c osts to manage the same information.
DIGITAL CATALOG LIBRARY

1
In January of 1998, we have launched a two year pro ject to build a digital catalog library (DCL) [8] jointly with Daehong Communications, Inc.
2 , and CommerceNet Korea 3 . The primary objective of the system is to provide a shared repository of digital product catalogs for Internet shops to reduce the cost of catalog management. And it will greatly reduce the catalog building cost for the shops and streamline the manufacturer's efforts to distribute new and updated product information. As a side benefit, the DCL can be a valuable source of information about products and companies.
We already implemented a first prototype of the DCL that is supporting the feature of the EE-Cat data model and query language partially. The content model of the first 
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Other Client Applications CORBA CORBA interface CORBA interface Figure 6 . DCL system architecture prototype is supporting three groups of attributes, which are core attributes, product dependent attri butes, and dimensions, but it defines an electronic catalog as a set of attrib ute-value pairs instead of a directed graph. And it provides all functionalities of produ ct hierarchies with the category manager in Figure  6 . Moreover we can retrieve certain electronic catalog s and get a sub graph or a view of the EE-Cat with the DCL server in Figure 6 .
The DCL server communicates with its clients throug h CORBA interfaces. We provide a default client tool (in Windows 95) for electronic catalog browsin g and editing. Also, provided is a C++ library as a client SDK (software development kit) for customize d client application development. The user also has the option to access the server functions directly through CORBA IDL. The client/server interactions a re defined in the Catalog Exchange Protocol (CEP). The server is built on a UNIX platform (Solaris 2.6) with an Oracle 8.0 DBMS.
Currently we are implementing a second version of t he DCL that will support all features of the EECat data model and query language. And it will be p ut to practical use in 2000.
RELATED WORKS
There exist many web data models, such as WebSQL [ 1] , YAT [9] , WebDB [11] , WebOQL [5] , StruQL [6] , Ulixes and Peneloper [7] , etc, to manage and query w eb information. These models view the web as a directed graph whose nodes are web pages and whose edges are the links between pag es. And the queries can be based on the content of the desired pages an d on the link structure connecting the pages. In addition, they suggest methods to retrieve specific web pages, to extract and integrate information fr om web pages, and to construct and restructure the web site. These models are used to search or integrate existing web documents, and the proposed model is u sed to manage, search and construct electronic catalogs. So our model and query language include a ll the benefits of web data models and have additional functionalities such as getting a view o f the EE-Cat based on the rules. And there are catalog systems, such as the catalo g clearing house [2] , and some commercial products, such as ICS [13] , LiveCommerce [14] , etc. These systems also have data models and query models, but the data model doesn't support complex objects, and the query model doesn't support extracting information and getting a view because they does not treat the whole hierarchy as a searchable object.
CONCLUSION
The proposed model define three groups of attribu tescore attributes, product dependent attributes, an d dimensionsfor the content of electronic catalogs. And it vi ews the content of an electronic catalog as a directed graph. Furthermore, it defines categories with rules, relationships between catego ries, and operations to modify the product hierarchies. And i t extend the range of electronic catalogs form a product to the whole search paths for the hierarchi cal search, which is called EE-Cat. The extension enables the users or shop managers to treat the who le catalog structure as an object, so that the customization and management of the catalog structu re can be done in more simple, flexible, and systematic way. The EE-Cat query language makes the EE-Cat as a s earchable object. It retrieves certain electronic catalogs that are based on the content of the desir ed electronic catalogs. And it gets a sub graph sta rting from a specified node or a view of the EE-Cat with the condition describing the user's need, then integrates the sub graph with existing EE-Cat. Furt hermore, it extracts and restructures information f rom the retrieved catalogs. The query language is very useful for users or shop managers to build the customized EE-Cat.
Compared with the systems reviewed in section 6, th e EE-Cat is more suitable and powerful to manage the catalog systems, and it is dynamic and flexible to adopt the change of requirements on catalog systems.
